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Thinking like a Christian

Thinking like a Christian is a way of letting god guide you in to making the right choices.Also
helps you become leader and make your understanding of the Bible more clear.So I’m going to
talk about is the world my view and new things I learned about Thinking like a Christian .The
study with Rev.Johnny thought me a lot about thinking like Christian and thinking biblical.also
what it means to be a Christian and go beyond the flesh.The worldview is someone perspective
on god.In many different countries there different religions and they’re perspective may be
different from my mine. They also have different gods that they believe in.Such as the Asian
culture believes in Buddha.Also that the world needs Christian love because without Christian
love the world would be a though place. Pastor Johnny also discuss how to become a Christian
leader.To become a Christian leader you have to understand the Bible in a biblical way you have
to put your trust into God knowing that he’s going to lead you down the right path.We also
discuss how the Country is leaning away from the original Christian word and how some rights
that were put in place that god put here that has been changed.Also talked about Spirits
because without any spirits it wouldn’t be no life.life evolves around spirits because no spirits no
life we wouldn’t be here because like we talked about the Big Bang Theory is just a theory it’s
not true.Also talked about getting to god closer and how we as people have to walk by faith
knowing that he will cover us and guide us through the trails and tribulations and as Christian
people /leaders understand that we have to put an impact on the youth now because the youth
is the future and at some point we as people have to step up to the plate and take ownership of
the youth because people did the same for us and I feel like if the youth find out more about
being a Christian this world would be a better place for humans,nature and everything else but
the man below  keeps trying to pull the youth away from us and we can’t let that happen
because the more they buy in to that the harder it is going to be hard to get them of it because
the youth gets sucked in so fast and it is hard to get them out that hole but I feel like if we all
come together as one whole we can save the youth because it takes everyone to do it not just
one person everyone can change the youth one step at a time because the United States is
pulling away from the rules god put in place like same sex marriage god said different sex rule
not same sex but that’s the devil pulls youth to make does decisions but like I said we do as a
whole we need more Christian love because without Christian love we are nothing because
Christian love show the Christ that’s in your body and let you open up to anyone to show them
how righteous you are and I know it is hard to live without sins and the devil tries to pull you with
him it is not easy to get away from but we have to be strong and know that we are covered by
the faith the spirit and the Holy Ghost and i know im apart of his army through it all I was thought
a lot in this program and I’m thankful for it I learned that in order to go through Christ you have
to first follow him believe it understand what he wants you to do and who he wants you to
become in order to do these things you have to believe in jesus christ I put all my trust and faith
in the man above because I know he will take care of me because he would not have put us on
the front line to battle for him with out him this world would not have the world has to have
peace keepers to keep it from being bad a terrible place because if it wasn’t for him we would
not be here so I think him every day for waking me up every morning there is not a day where I



do not think about the things that he has done for me i always say think you for everything it can
be the littlest thing I still appreciate it and everything I do I try to stop and make it good but
everybody has mistakes we just have to know how to overcome them and once that is done the
world would be a better place due the less mistake that was happening.Thru this journey of
thinking like a Christian Mr.Johnny my teacher showed me some good Christian movies such as
left behind by Nicholas Cage and Gods not dead part 1 and 2 and both movies were interesting
and thought me a lot.We also went over a lot of Scriptures.Even tho it was a short time I still
have a lot of things to learn and want to learn about things I don’t know about hopefully I can
learn these things at Louisiana college that was one of biggest reasons on coming to the school
because I have a good bond and relationship with god and what that being said I wanna learn
more about Christ and how to build my relationship with god because I wanna make the
relationship with god stronger because I know I can not do anything with out him without him we
are powerless because he controls everything but long as I keep faith throughout my college
career I believe that he will guide me through and help me win my battles.


